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Purpose – to inform:
national and local policy-makers about 
what needs to be done to transform local 
government and its interfaces in different 
country settings
officers, elected members, members of 
contributing professional associations and 
ICT suppliers about emerging best 
practices – models, processes and 
implementation



Contributing organisations
Professional Associations

LG Research, Training and Development 
Organisations
Academic Institutions
Sponsor



Method

Building on relationships
14 country overviews
36 exemplar case studies - using the 

framework from ‘local e-government now’
Analysis
Dissemination



1. Different countries
….. different starting points



Different countries 
….. different starting 
points

e-services
e-governance
e-knowledge



e-services
Securing the provision of 
government services by electronic 
means
e.g. LGOL Pathfinders-UK, SNB-
Canada, MEDIA@Komm-
Germany, Spain, Singapore,
Hong Kong



e-governance
Linking up citizens, stakeholders and 

elected representatives to participate in the 
governance of communities by electronic 
means (includes e-democracy)

e.g. Brazil, Netherlands,
Finland, Italy



e-knowledge
Transforming societies to exploit knowledge to 
derive competitive advantage by using ICT:
• enabling participation in the Information 

Society
• creating the infrastructure for the Information 

Society
• fostering a sense of citizenship and cultural 

identity using ICT
e.g.



2. Key findings from the case studies



Sustaining progress ….. a journey not a 
destination

VIA involvement
VIA what matters most to citizens
VIA collaborating and redesigning
VIA searching



Via Involvement ….. to Vision
Developing leadership across a wide cross-
section of stakeholders
Building understanding of what is possible and 
how the possibilities can shape the future
Creating a sense of common purpose
e.g. City of Dunedin (NZ), Curitiba (Brazil) 



Via What Matters to Citizens
….. to Access Priorities

Understanding the outcomes that
matter most to citizens

Which services:
•online?
•telephone?
•face to face?

e.g. Catarroja (Spain), Stockholm 
secondary school application



Via Collaborating and Redesigning
….. to Working in New Ways
Streamlining processes within and between 

organisations
Improving internal efficiency and driving 

down costs
Improved service outcomes for citizens
e.g. San Andre (Brazil) construction 

licences and inspections, Hutt City (NZ) 
portal, Skövde e-procurement (Sweden),
Gwinnett and Mobile (USA) service portals



Via Searching
….. to Innovation

Systematic innovation:

“Purposeful and organized search for 
changes, and systematic analysis of the 
opportunities such changes might offer for 
economic or social innovation” (Drucker)



Internal sources of systematic 
innovation

The unexpected - pace and spread of the Internet
The incongruity - rising demand and lagging results 
driving online access (USA)
Process needs driving change - Tameside, Life 
Events Access Project, ESD Toolkit (UK)
Changes in industry or market structure - Service 
New Brunswick (Canada), Bremen online 
(Germany)



External sources of systematic 
innovation
Changes in perception, mood and meaning -

building information age capabilities of 
citizens, businesses and organisations in
Ennis (Eire)

Disruptive technologies: PCs vs. Digital TV 
vs. mobile/PDA/text messaging; broadband in 
Lestijvaari (Finland), etc.



3. Conclusions and implications





The Wider Impact
“Despite its often automatic association with the 
Internet, e-Government affects every aspect of how 
an organisation delivers service to the public.  It is not 
just technology; it is not just business processes; and 
it is not just human resources.  It is all of these areas 
combined. At the heart of it all is the customer.”

Source : Deloitte Research, July 2000
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